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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Resistive memories (ReRAM) organized in the form of crossbars are
promising for main memory integration. While offering high cell
density, crossbar-based ReRAMs suffer from variable write latency
requirement for RESET operations due to the varying impact of IR
drop, which jointly depends on the data pattern of the crossbar and
the location of target cells being RESET. The exacerbated worst-case
RESET latencies can significantly limit system performance.
In this paper, we propose LADDER, an effective and low-cost
processor-side framework that performs writes with variable latency by exploiting both content and location dependencies. To
enable content awareness, LADDER incorporates a novel scheme
that maintains metadata for per-row data pattern (i.e., number of
1’s) in memory, and performs efficient metadata management and
caching through the memory controller. LADDER does not require
hardware changes to the ReRAM chip. We design several optimizations that further boost the performance of LADDER, including
LRS-metadata estimation that eliminates stale memory block reads,
intra-line bit-level shifting that reduces the worst-case LRS-counter
values and multi-granularity LRS-metadata design that optimizes
the number of counters to maintain. We evaluate the efficacy of
LADDER using 16 single- and multi-programmed workloads. Our
results show that LADDER exhibits on average 46% performance
improvement as compared to a baseline scheme and up to 33% over
state-of-the-art designs. Furthermore, LADDER achieves 28.8% average dynamic memory energy saving compared to the existing
architecture schemes and has less than 3% impact on device lifetime.

Non-volatile Memory, Crossbar ReRAM, RESET Latency, Architecture Support, Performance Optimization, Metadata Management

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → Non-volatile memory; Emerging architectures; •
Computer systems organization → Processors and memory
architectures.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The increasing trend for data intensive and high performance computing applications has significantly pushed the demand for efficient and scalable memory systems [16]. Due to the poor scalability
and energy inefficiency of DRAMs, there has been a continuous
effort to search for alternative memory technologies [4, 5, 29, 42,
45, 47]. Emerging non-volatile memories (NVMs) are promising
contenders to augment or replace DRAM as they offer high density, energy efficiency, and non-volatility [27, 41]. Resistive random
access memory (ReRAM) is particularly attractive for main memory integration due to its advantageous characteristics, including
higher cell density and better data retention ([35, 53]) compared
to other NVM devices such as phase-change memory (PCM) and
spin-transfer torque MRAM (STT-MRAM) [30]. When arranged in
a crossbar architecture [52], ReRAM can obtain the theoretically
smallest cell size, which yields superior density and scalability.
Unfortunately, there are still outstanding challenges to be addressed for the adoption of NVMs. Particularly, NVM devices typically exhibit poor write performance [9, 26, 38]. This is especially
the case for crossbar ReRAM memories for RESET operations, i.e.,
switching cells from high-resistive state (HRS) to low-resistive state
(LRS). When accessing cells in the crossbars, the access latency can
be elongated by the IR-drop over the array parasitics. In fact, the
effective voltage drop across a ReRAM cell and thereby the access
latency are heavily influenced by both the data pattern stored in the
crossbar and the location of the selected cells. This leads to highly
variable RESET latency requirements for ReRAM writes [10]. Employing the worst-case RESET latency could tremendously degrade
the write performance since the RESET operation can be prolonged
up to 10× [18] under a slight reduction in effective voltage drop
(i.e., 0.4V). Although writes are generally not in the critical path
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of program execution, long ongoing writes could block memory
reads, which adversely impacts system performance [38].
To mitigate the write performance issue, circuit-level techniques
such as applying ground bias and inserting non-linear selector devices are proposed to limit the sneak current in crossbars [48, 52, 61,
66]. Recent work in [68] employs dynamic reset voltage to compensate the IR-drop based on the location of target cells. Meanwhile,
architectural techniques are designed to enable scheduling of writes
with different RESET latencies [50, 52, 62]. Note that these techniques either do not jointly exploit the data-location dependencies
(therefore not harnessing the full potential) or require additional
circuitry supports (e.g., profiling functionality) in ReRAM devices
that could increase the memory design complexity. As area and cost
are the top design constraints for memories, it is desirable to come
up with solutions that enhance ReRAM write performance without
posing unnecessary hardware burden to the memory subsystem.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework–LADDER–that harnesses both data and location dependencies to enable multi-tiered
write latency for ReRAM devices. To realize content-awareness,
LADDER integrates a lightweight architectural scheme that maintains per-wordline LRS-metadata to record the number of ‘1’s in
each row. We build an accurate latency model for the ReRAM RESET operations by jointly modeling content (i.e., LRS cells along the
wordlines) and the target locations (i.e., in terms of both wordline
and bitline) for writes. With such knowledge, LADDER dynamically
determines the varying but sufficient timings as writes are persisted.
In LADDER, the memory controller stores LRS-metadata in a small
reserved region of the main memory and manages them via regular read/write interfaces, thus it does not require any change to the
ReRAM chip or memory commands. We further design a novel LRSmetadata caching mechanism to minimize the runtime overhead
due to metadata accesses. Finally, we develop several optimizations
to significantly improve system performance and efficiency of LADDER: (i) We propose an effective metadata approximation technique
that gets rid of stale memory block reads for metadata updates; (ii)
We deploy an intra-line bit-level shifting technique to balance the
data pattern in the worst-case bytes among the wordlines in which
the data line is mapped to, which further optimizes the required
write latency; and (iii) We utilize a multi-granularity LRS-metadata
design using different counter precision to reduce the metadata
maintenance cost. We implement LADDER and evaluate it with
full-system simulations using workloads from SPEC2006 and PARSEC benchmarks [7, 19]. Results show that LADDER achieves 46%
performance gain over the baseline scheme using a pessimistic fixed
RESET latency, and up to 33% speedup compared to prior works
in [50] and [52]. Furthermore, LADDER achieves 53% and 28.8%
dynamic energy savings in memory over the baseline and state-ofthe-art designs exploiting bitline data patterns [50], respectively.
Lastly, LADDER introduces only 3% additional writes on average
to maintain LRS-metadata and has less than 1% memory storage
overhead after applying the optimizations. By integrating LADDER with existing wear-leveling techniques [39, 59, 67], LADDER
achieves almost the same lifetime as the baseline (i.e., only 2.9%
reduction). In summary, the contributions of our work are:
• We propose LADDER, an efficient processor-side architecture support that enables ReRAM writes using varying latencies by modeling content and location dependencies.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the write operation in ReRAM based
crossbar array where 𝑏 1 , 𝑏 3 , 𝑏 5 , 𝑏 7 are under RESET.

• We design an LRS-metadata management and caching scheme
that maintains the per-row data patterns in the memory
controller and propose several enhancement techniques to
significantly boost system performance of LADDER.
• We implement a prototype of LADDER and evaluate its efficacy with representative single- and multi-programmed
workloads. Evaluations show LADDER achieves promising
improvements in performance and energy savings with insignificant hardware cost.
• We present the ways existing wear-leveling techniques can
be integrated with LADDER and their impacts on system
performance and lifetime. We also offer several discussions
about our LADDER design, including the crash consistency
issue for LRS-metadata and the potential solutions.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 ReRAM Basics
ReRAM cells. While many types of resistive memory exist, a
ReRAM cell is typically built using metal and oxide layers that
enable variable resistance [64]. Each cell can either be in lowresistance state (LRS, logical bit ‘1’) or high-resistance state (HRS,
logical bit ‘0’). To read a ReRAM cell, a small voltage is applied
across the device and the output current is measured. The write
operation is performed by applying a write voltage under certain
polarity, magnitude and duration. Typically, switching a ReRAM
cell from LRS state to HRS state is called RESET operation, and
switching from HRS to LRS state is called SET operation.
ReRAM crossbar array and memory organization. The cells
in ReRAM are typically organized in dense array structures. Such
structure allows sharing of many peripheral circuitry that offers
high area efficiency. Each memory cell can be constructed using either a combination of access transistor and ReRAM cell (i.e.,
1T1R), a selector-accessed ReRAM cell (i.e., 1S1R) or an accessfree ReRAM cell (i.e., 0T1R) [35, 50, 52]. Typically, access-free and
selector-accessed crossbar arrays have the highest area efficiency
where the memory cell can achieve the theoretical minimum area
of 4F2 . The ReRAM cells then form mats (e.g., 512 × 512) to support
read and write operations. One ReRAM memory module is organized as a hierarchy of ranks, chips and banks. Each bank is built
using rows and columns of the ReRAM-based mats.
Variable latency requirement for ReRAM write. A ReRAM
write operation is typically split into a RESET followed by a SET
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Figure 2: Potential system performance gain using location
and content dependencies for writes in crossbar ReRAM.
operation [52]. As shown in Figure 1, the RESET operation is performed by grounding the wordline of the targeted cells and applying a voltage V to the target bitlines. The remaining wordlines and
bitlines are then given a voltage of V/2 to minimize the write disturbance. Note that the SET operation is done in a similar fashion
with the difference in reversing the voltage applied for the target
wordline and bitline. During the RESET operation, the wordlines
and bitlines of the target cells are selected. The ReRAM cells in the
crossbar can have three different states: fully-selected, half-selected
and unselected. The fully-selected cells are the targeted cells being
written to. The cells that are along the selected wordlines and bitlines are half-selected cells, while the rest of the cells in the crossbar
are unselected. Importantly, the voltage drop across the target cells
is reduced because of the IR drop in the crossbar array [60]. The
IR drop is introduced by the sneak current flowing through the
non-zero resistance of the wordlines/bitlines as well the half-selected
cells (See Figure 1). It has been observed that the RESET latency
of a ReRAM cell is exponentially proportional to the voltage drop
across the target cell, which can be modeled as 𝑡 = 𝐶 ·𝑒 −𝑘 |𝑉𝑑 | , 𝑘 ≥ 0,
where 𝑡 is the latency of RESET operation, 𝑉𝑑 is the voltage drop
across the selected cell and 𝑘, 𝐶 are constants [61].
To mitigate the IR drop issue for RESET, circuit-level techniques
such as inserting highly non-linear selectors and applying voltage
and group biasing (e.g., DSGB [52] and DSWD [65]) have been
studied. However, these techniques only partially alleviate the IR
drop issues. Recently, Zokaee et al. proposed a dynamic RESET
voltage regulation (DRVR) and partition reset (PR) scheme that
compensates the IR drop by supplying higher voltages and having
extra RESETs and SETs for certain ReRAM cells [68]. Although
this approach can bring down the worst-case RESET latency, it
increases the complexity of the charge pump design [52] in ReRAM
devices and also introduces non-trivial degradation of energy efficiency and lifetime as compared to the fixed-voltage mechanisms.
Furthermore, supplying higher voltage can introduce write disturbance near the write driver [34]. Due to the cost-sensitive nature of
commodity memory, it is desirable to have an architectural scheme
that takes advantage of the RESET latency asymmetry to improve
system performance without adversely impacting the complexity,
performance, and energy envelope of ReRAM devices.

2.2

Exploiting Content and Location
Dependency

We note that a significant variation in RESET latency exists across
the ReRAM crossbar. Specifically, ReRAM cells that are closer to the
write drivers suffer less from IR drop as compared to cells sitting
in the far-end of the crossbar. On the other hand, for cells to be
written in the same location, the IR drop can vary further by the

Figure 3: Physical mapping of a memory block in memory.
number of half-selected cells that are in LRS state. Essentially, higher
percentage of LRS cells in the selected wordlines and bitlines leads
to greater IR drop. While applying the worst-case RESET latency
guarantees correct and reliable operation of ReRAM devices, it will
leave an excessive margin for write latency among the vast majority of ReRAM cells in the crossbar. If writes are performed using
only the minimally required RESET latency values, considerable
performance improvement may potentially be achieved. Figure 2
demonstrates the performance potential under ideal write schemes
where content and/or location dependencies are known for RESET
latency determination (See Section 5 for more details). As we can
see, compared to the baseline scheme where the worst-case RESET
latency is used for all writes, writes with location-aware RESET
latency achieves maximum 24% IPC improvement. More notably,
by modeling both content and location dependencies, the write
scheme gains more than 1.6× speedup. This clearly indicates the
performance advantage of enabling content- and location-aware
writes in ReRAM memory. Note that as long as the duration for
RESET operation is higher than the minimally required time, the
ReRAM device can perform writes correctly without introducing
stability issues [50, 53, 68]. However, realizing such performance
advantage is challenging as data pattern in the crossbar is by default
unknown to the memory controller. Our work focuses on designing an efficient and low-overhead processor side mechanism that
exploits the variant RESET latency to optimize system performance.

3 LADDER FRAMEWORK
3.1 Modeling Data and Location Dependency
for Writes
We assume that the memory module utilizes ×8 ReRAM chip with
mat size of 512×512, which provides the best balance between
performance and reliability [34]. Typically, a 64B data line is mapped
to 64 ReRAM mats across 8 chips [50, 52, 68]. Each chip stores 8
bytes to 8 individual mats and one byte is written to a specific
wordline of a mat (as shown in Figure 3). We define these 64 mats
and 64 wordlines as a mat group and a wordline group (WLG),
respectively. Note that one WLG stores multiple memory blocks
(with bytes spreading apart). We have already established that
ReRAM cell RESET latency depends on two dimensions: 1) content
of the neighboring cells and 2) location of the cells being RESET
(i.e., the wordline and bitline indices). The location of a write can be
determined by the memory controller using the memory addressing
scheme. For content dependency, the half-selected cells in LRS state
contribute to the sneak current (shown in Figure 1). Ideally, to fully
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Figure 4: WL-content dependency for the RESET latency. (a)
Showing two RESETs to different locations; (b) RESET latency as a function of WL LRS cell percentage.
exploit content dependency, the numbers of LRS cells (logical ‘1’s)
among the 64 wordlines and 512 bitlines (for each of the 64 mats)
are required to determine the minimal RESET latency.
Unfortunately, obtaining such knowledge from the memory controller is challenging. Reading all memory blocks in one WLG to
derive the data pattern is clearly impractical due to the prohibitive
performance overhead. Recent work in [50] proposes using profiling circuitry to track bitline data patterns. This approach relies
on specialized circuit support and requires modifications to the
memory-access protocol. Differently, as memory controller sees all
data writes persisted to the main memory, it can keep track of numbers of ‘1’s in WLGs on the fly. We call these counters LRS-metadata.
The LRS-metadata can be loaded dynamically to determine RESET
timing. Keeping LRS-metadata for both wordlines and bitlines can
be prohibitively expensive as each data write will involve access to
counters corresponding to 64 wordlines and 512 bitlines (Figure 3).
To achieve a trade-off between overhead of LRS-metadata design
and RESET timing precision, we build the write latency model
where LRS-metadata is maintained for wordlines-only while assuming the worst-case data pattern for bitlines. To determine the proper
write latency, the model uses a three-element tuple ⟨WL, BL, Cw
⟩
lrs
where WL and BL represent the location of wordline and bitline.
Cw
denotes the maximum number of LRS cells among the 64 wordlrs
lines where the data line is mapped to. We perform comprehensive
circuit-level simulations to generate the data-location write latency
model (i.e., a three-dimensional write timing table logically). Figure 4 demonstrates the changes of RESET latency as the wordline
content varies for the two examples of write locations (See Section 5
for details of the latency model).

3.2

…
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Enabling Variant-latency Write

We first discuss the major challenges and design considerations for
enabling the variant-latency write mechanism. Figure 5 illustrates
a high-level overview of a potential LRS-metadata scheme that
realizes variant-latency writes. To harness the content-location dependency, the memory controller maintains lookup tables based on
the derived latency model. The ReRAM main memory is logically
divided into two regions storing regular data and the LRS-metadata.
An addressing scheme can be built to determine data line address to
LRS-metadata line address mapping. When data write arrives, the
memory controller first generates the address of its corresponding
LRS-metadata line. It will then read the metadata from the main

Figure 5: High-level framework for variant-latency write.
memory. To minimize LRS-metadata writes to ReRAM, LADDER
integrates an LRS-metadata cache to temporarily store metadata
𝑤 derived from the LRS-metadata together
memory blocks. The 𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠
with the location of the write (𝑊 𝐿, 𝐵𝐿) are used to lookup the write
timing tables and determine necessary write latency. Since data
write changes the content of the corresponding wordlines, the LRSmetadata must be updated. All metadata management operations
are done by normal read and write operations to the ReRAM memory. We note that several design goals need to be accomplished to
implement a practical variant-latency write scheme: (i) Efficiently
encoding and storing LRS-metadata to reduce storage overhead; (ii)
Minimizing the complexity of runtime LRS-metadata management;
and (iii) Effectively caching metadata on-chip to mitigate energy
and lifetime impact of counter maintenance.

3.3

Basic LADDER Design

In this section, we present a basic framework that would serve as
the foundation for LADDER.
Accurate LRS cells counting. In order to determine the write latency for a data line, it is necessary to derive the maximum number
of LRS cells among wordlines within the wordline group. One plausible way is to maintain counters that count the number of ‘1’s in
each of the wordlines, which we term as LRS-counter. Accordingly,
64 LRS-counters (i.e., C0lrs − C63
will be used to derive Cw
for one
lrs
lrs
64B data line write. We call this set of LRS-counter an LRS-counter
group. Apparently, to ensure correct write operation, the RESET
latency should be determined by the wordline that has the worst
data pattern, i.e., Cw
= max Cilrs . The LRS-metadata essentially
lrs
consists of LRS-counters grouped based on WLGs.
LRS-metadata storage and addressing. To minimize LRS-counter
memory access for each memory write, it is beneficial to store the 64
counters in the LRS-counter group together so that the least number
of metadata line reads are needed. With accurate counting, it takes
10 bits to represent the full range of each LRS-counter (0-512). Thus,
one LRS-counter group consumes 80 bytes, which span two memory
blocks. Note that since every wordline stores one byte from each
individual memory block, the same LRS-counter group would be
used for determining write latency for 64 memory blocks mapped to
the same WLG. These memory blocks either correspond to one 4KB
physical page or two half pages if channel interleaving is enabled.
Under such scheme, the LRS-counter for the metadata block itself is
not maintained. Therefore, to perform writes to LRS-metadata lines,
we downgrade the latency model to be only location-dependent, essentially assuming the worst-case data pattern for writing metadata
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Figure 6: LADDER data write mechanism in basic design.
blocks. To store the LRS-metadata, the host system will pre-allocate
a physical range of the main memory during boot time. This region
is reserved for LRS-counter management and would not be exposed
to the operating system for normal operations.
LRS-metadata update mechanism. To accurately update the
LRS-metadata for data write, it is required to know the bits modified
per wordline. By default, the memory controller is not aware of the
original content upon receiving the request of writing a dirty line.
To acquire such information, when a write request is inserted into
the write queue, we augment the memory controller so that it will
issue a read of the stale memory block (SMB) in the main memory.
This SMB will be used to compare against the number of 1’s (LRS
cell) in the to-be-written cache line to provide the changes in each
LRS-counter. The write queue entries are extended to allocate space
for both the SMB and an additional Present (𝑃) flag to indicate the
existence of its LRS-metadata line in cache. We change the memory request scheduling algorithm to prioritize write requests with
both SMB and counter line ready. When a write is dispatched from
the write queue and written back to memory, the corresponding
LRS-metadata is updated.
LRS-metadata caching. We propose a caching mechanism for
LRS-metadata aiming to minimize the performance overhead of
metadata accesses. An LRS-metadata cache is added in the processor to store active metadata lines used in the system. We leverage a
Sharer (𝑆) field in each tag entry that tracks the number of write requests (in write queue) whose to-be-written data blocks require this
metadata line. When a conflict occurs in LRS-metadata cache, 𝑆 is
checked to evict an LRS-metadata line that is not used by any write
queue entry at that time. In case all metadata lines in the conflicted
set have non-zero sharer, the memory controller temporarily holds
this request in a small spill buffer, and the metadata read would be
issued once one of the lines in the corresponding set can be evicted.
This checking is performed when the scheduler is switching from
write to read mode.
Figure 6 illustrates the overview of the basic mechanism for serving writes with variable latency. We add a logic component called
LADDER control logic that maintains metadata and derives write
latencies. When a cache line write request is placed in the write
queue, LADDER control logic first checks if the LRS-metadata is
present in the LRS-metadata cache. If present, the 𝑆 field of the corresponding LRS-metadata is incremented; otherwise, a metadata line
read request is issued, along with the SMB read request. In this way,
the read latency for metadata and SMB are largely overlapped with
the request queuing time. Each read queue entry is augmented with
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a flag to indicate the type of read requests (namely data, metadata
and SMB). When data response arrives at the memory controller,
it is forwarded to the Response Queue in case of regular data, to
the Write Queue for SMB, and to the LRS-metadata cache for metadata. When the data write is being serviced, LADDER logic first
determines the required latency by constructing ⟨WL, BL, Cw
⟩ and
lrs
checking the write timing tables. Then the LRS-metadata line is
updated by LADDER logic based on the delta of the number of ‘1’s
in the current data and the stale memory block. Finally, the S field
for the corresponding LRS-metadata line is decremented.
Employing Flip-N-Write (FNW) with LADDER. FNW [11] is
a write-reducing mechanism widely deployed in NVM devices.
Particularly, FNW chooses either the original memory bytes or the
inverted bytes to write based on which one yields the least number
of bit changes (including both SETs and RESETs). Note that the
classical FNW scheme may invalidate the counting mechanism in
LADDER since it can favor flipping that will decrease the total
bit changes but incur more ‘1’s to be written as compared to the
original data. To be compatible with FNW, LADDER introduces a
slight change in FNW operation by adding an additional constraint
that the number of ‘1’s in the variant written to memory cannot be
higher than that of the original (i.e., non-flipped) memory block. We
note that the corresponding hardware cost is minimal. Since FNW
mechanism is typically implemented in a separate bridge chip, this
does not involve any change in the ReRAM chips [24].

4

LADDER OPTIMIZATIONS

The basic LADDER design in Section 3 presents a framework that
enables the memory controller to issue writes with variant latency.
However, it can be subject to performance issues due to the SMB
reads, and LRS-counter reads/writes. In this section, we propose
several enhanced LADDER schemes to further boost performance.

4.1

LRS-metadata Estimation

The extra read of the stale memory block for each data write can
contend with normal data reads that impact system performance.
To tackle this issue, we propose an effective counter estimation
technique that can avoid all the SMB reads. The key observation is
that to determine the RESET latency for a cache line write, only
the maximum LRS-counter among its LRS-counter group (i.e., Cw
)
lrs
𝑗

is needed. Let 𝑆𝑖 denotes the number of ‘1’s (or LRS cells) in the
𝑗 𝑡ℎ byte of memory block 𝑖. For the wordline within its WLG with
the maximum LRS cells (i.e., Cw
), assume 𝑆𝑖𝑥 denotes the number
lrs
of ‘1’s in its 1-byte part from the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ memory block. Then we have
𝑤 =Í
𝑥
𝑥
𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠
0≤𝑖<64 𝑆𝑖 . Since 𝑆𝑖 is one of the 64B from memory block
𝑗

𝑗

𝑖, it will hold that 𝑆𝑖𝑥 ≤ max0≤ 𝑗 <64 𝑆𝑖 . If we denote max0≤ 𝑗 <64 𝑆𝑖
as 𝑆𝑖𝑀 (i.e., the number of ‘1’s in the worst byte of block 𝑖), we can
derive the following inequality:
Cw
lrs ≤

Õ

𝑆𝑖𝑀

(1)

𝑤 can be bounded by the sum of the number
This means that 𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠
of ‘1’s of the 64 worst bytes, each from one of the 64 memory blocks.
Í
𝑤 while ensuring the
As a result, we can use 𝑆𝑖𝑀 to estimate 𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠
derived latency is sufficient. We call 𝑆𝑖𝑀 the partial counter. Note
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Figure 8: Storage of the partial counters in each LRSmetadata line (top); The LRS-metadata cache structure (bottom).
𝑤 value as
that this method may considerably overestimate the 𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠
the worst byte in each memory block may have a large number of
‘1’s. We improve the estimation accuracy by dividing the mat group
to 𝑁 subgroups, correspondingly splitting each of the mapped
memory blocks to multiple sub-blocks. We then keep the per-byte
𝑀
maximum number of ‘1’s for block 𝑖 in each subgroup, i.e., 𝑆𝑖 𝑗
𝑡ℎ
for 𝑗 subgroup. Hence, under subgrouping, each memory block
corresponds to 𝑁 partial counters instead of one. Accordingly, the
estimation based on Equation 1 is performed for each subgroup
𝑤
𝑤 can be derived based
(i.e., 𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠𝑗 for 𝑗 𝑡ℎ subgroup). The final 𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠
on the maximum of the counters among all subgroups using the
inequalities:
𝑤

𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠𝑗 ≤

Õ 𝑀
𝑤𝑗
𝑆𝑖 𝑗 and Cw
lrs ≤ max{𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠 }

(2)

Figure 7a demonstrates how LADDER generates the partial counters using memory blocks from astar as an example. We empirically
set 𝑁 to 4. Each WLG is divided into four subgroups. Thus, each
memory block in the WLG has 16B mapped to the subgroup. The
number of ‘1’s in worst case byte is computed among these 16B.
For the data line shown in Figure 7a, its partial counter values are
⟨4, 0, 5, 0⟩. In practice, we use 2 bits to encode each partial counter
for the range in ⟨0..8⟩. Specifically, ‘00’, ‘01’, ‘10’ and ‘11’ represent
partial counter values of 1 (range 0∼1), 3 (range 2∼3), 5 (range 4∼5)
and 8 (range 6∼8), respectively. In this way, one byte can store all

②

⑤
③[

④

④

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: LRS-metadata estimation scheme. (a) Partial
counter generation and LRS-metadata line update; (b) LRScounter generation and the corresponding RESET latency
determination.
four partial counters for one data line, and the partial counters in all
data blocks in one WLG take 64B. Figure 7b shows the LRS-counter
generation for the LRS-metadata line containing partial counters.
The number (16) denotes the estimated worst-case number of ‘1’s
that would be used to determine write latency. Notably, there are
two major advantages associated with this estimation technique:
(i) When a dirty block is to be written, LADDER can update its
metadata (i.e., partial counters) based on the worst-case byte in
each sub-block of the data line. Therefore the stale memory block
reads in the basic LADDER scheme could be completely avoided;
and (ii) The encoding of partial counters enables LADDER to pack
the counters for 4KB data (i.e., a physical page) to one memory
block, as opposed to two blocks in the basic LADDER design (Section 3.2). This not only reduces the memory storage overhead for
LRS-metadata but also improves the spatial locality of the metadata
when writes are persisted. The top figure in Figure 8 shows the
LRS-metadata line storage with partial counters. The LRS-metadata
cache structure is shown at the bottom of Figure 8.
Figure 9 shows the optimized control logic in LADDER with
LRS-metadata estimation. It contains two major components: an
LRS-metadata Update Module and a Latency Query Module. As illustrated in Figure 9a, when a data write request arrives at the memory
controller, LADDER checks the corresponding LRS-metadata line
in the LRS-metadata cache ( 1 ) and issues an LRS-metadata line
read in case of a cache miss ( 2 ). The LRS-metadata Update Module derives the partial counters for this data line following Equation 2 ( 3 ). It stores the 8-bit partial counters in the write queue
along with the memory line ( 4 ), this will be used to update the
LRS-metadata line when the data write is serviced by the memory
controller ( 5 ). Figure 9b shows the RESET latency determination
mechanism for a memory line write operation. When the write is
being dispatched from the write queue, the Latency Query Module
first generates the address of the LRS-metadata line corresponding
to the current to-be-written data line ( 1 ). The Latency Query
Module then retrieves the LRS-metadata line from the cache ( 2 )
and computes the LRS-counter based on the partial counters (as
shown in Figure 7b). It then uses the generated LRS-counter to

Figure 10: The LADDER architecture with multi-granularity
counters. (a) The counter granularity determination logic using a precision control register (8-bit); (b) 1-bit low-precision
counter generation from partial counters.
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Crossbar params.
Crossbar dimensions
Number of selected cells
ReRAM LRS resistance
ReRAM HRS resistance
Selector non-linearity
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8
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Input resistance
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query the corresponding write latency from Write Timing Tables
( 3 ). Finally, the memory line is written back to memory using the
latency obtained ( 4 ).

4.2

Multi-Granularity LADDER Counters

Another source of overhead in the basic LADDER design is the additional reads and writes for metadata maintenance. Such overhead
is especially pronounced when the LRS-metadata cache hit ratio is
low. Notably, we observe that wordlines at the bottom of ReRAM
crossbars are relatively insensitive to the per-row data patterns
(See Figure 4b). This is because wordlines closer to the write driver
experiences lower IR drop [62]. Consequently, reducing the precision
of counting for the data blocks in bottom rows will unlikely incur a
noticeable impact on write performance. Therefore, we propose a
multi-granularity counter design where data blocks stored in bottom rows use two 1-bit partial counters (instead of 8-bit). Figure 10a
illustrates the high-level design changes from LRS-metadata estimation scheme for multi-granularity counters. Specifically, we add
a precision control register that contains an 8-bit mask representing
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Figure 11: The derived RESET latency for writes at different
WL/BL locations when the WL data pattern is (a) all ‘0’s and
(b) all ‘1’s.

Table 1: ReRAM crossbar parameters.

Improving estimation performance with shifting. We observe
that in many applications, the logic ‘1’s are clustered together in a
small number of mats. This pattern is consistent among consecutive
data lines in a memory page. Similar observations about repetitive
data patterns in a page were also made by prior works [59, 70].
𝑤𝑘
This can lead to screwed 𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠
, which results in large partial counter
values. To mitigate the impact of such phenomenon, LADDER
performs intra-line bit-level shifting in data lines, so that clustered
bytes with a large number of ‘1’s are no longer packed in the
same set of mats. For example, data pattern in Figure 7a shows
clustered worst bytes in 𝑚𝑎𝑡 {0,1,4,5} . We distribute these clustered
‘1’s among mats in the same chip using bit-level shifting among the
8 bytes mapped to the same chip (e.g., the 8 bytes in each row in
Figure 7a). To misalign data patterns across consecutive data lines,
each data block in the WLG leverages a distinct shift offset based on
its mapped position in the wordline. When a memory block is read
from memory, a reverse shift operation is performed to recover the
memory block in the original bit order.

700
600
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200
100
0

Counter Cache
ReRAM Memory
ReRAM Timing

Configurations
4-core, Out-of-order, x86
Private, 32KB, 2-way
Private, 4MB, 16-way
Shared, 32MB, 16-way
32-entry RDQ; 64-entry WRQ,
Write switching threshold: 85%
64KB, 4-way, 2 cycles access latency
16GB, dual channel, 2 ranks/channel,
8 banks/rank, 256 mats/bank, 512x512 crossbar
tCL: 13.75ns, tRCD: 13.75ns,
tBURST: 5ns, tWR: 29ns - 658ns

Table 2: Architecture parameters in LADDER architecture.
the number of bottom rows with lower-precision LRS-metadata.
An example of the 1-bit partial counter generation is shown in
Figure 10b. In the 1-bit partial counter, value 0 represents a number
of ‘1’s within ⟨0..5⟩, and 1 denotes range ⟨6..8⟩. The 1-bit partial
counters enable even more compact metadata design where one
64-byte metadata block can store the LRS-metadata for 4 physical
data pages in bottom rows. This can improve LRS-metadata access
locality as less LRS-metadata lines are accessed at runtime, leading
to a reduced number of LRS-metadata reads/writes from memory.

5

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Circuit level simulation. To generate the latency model, we model
the crossbar using the modified nodal analysis (MNA) [20]. The
MNA equations are solved using sparse LU factorization together
with backward and forward substitution. By exploiting the sparse
structure of the crossbar, the simulation time is orders of magnitude
faster than HSPICE while the same accuracy is maintained. We note
that previous works have used different crossbar parameters [50, 52].
To provide a fair and well-organized comparison, we select one
set of practical parameters based on prior works [25, 34, 50] and
evaluate previous ReRAM write performance enhancing schemes
under the same settings (See Table 1). Ideally, the most fine-grained
latency model can specify a RESET latency based on exact BL/WL
locations and WL data pattern (i.e., 512 × 512 × 512). However,
having such a fine-grained latency is impractical since the timing
tables will consume tremendous on-chip storage. Furthermore, we

Norm. Write
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Figure 12: Average write service time to ReRAM memory.
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Figure 13: Average latency for processor data reads.

Single-program
Workload

Multi-program
Workload

astar bwaves canneal facesim
lbm libquantum mcf perlbench
mix-1: astar-lbm-mcf-cactusADM
mix-2: cactusADM-bwaves-perlbench-zeusmp
mix-3: bwaves-zeusmp-astar-mcf
mix-4: zeusmp-perlbench-lbm-cactusADM
mix-5: cactusADM-astar-lbm-perlbench
mix-6: zeusmp-cactusADM-bwaves-mcf
mix-7: astar-lbm-bwaves-mcf
mix-8: mcf-cactusADM-zeusmp-perlbench

Table 3: List of single- and multi-programmed workloads.

find that the latency difference is negligible for small changes in
location and content, indicating that a highly fine-grained model
is not necessary. In our evaluation, the timing table is logically
organized as 8 × 8 × 8 where each dimension (i.e., WL/BL/𝐶𝑊
)
𝑙𝑟𝑠
is set with a granularity of 64 (for 512 × 512 crossbar size). The
memory controller maintains this timing model as 8 sub-tables (the
𝐶𝑊
dimension) with the size of 8 × 8 (the BL and WL dimensions)
𝑙𝑟𝑠
to determine RESET latencies. Figure 11 illustrates the RESET latencies for writes at different write locations under two extreme WL
data patterns (i.e., all ‘0’s and all ‘1’s) in our latency model, corresponding to two sub-tables (we do not enumerate all sub-tables due
to space limit). Our investigation shows this reduced granularity
has less than 3% impact on performance.
Architecture simulation configuration. We run experiments
using gem5 [8] with full system simulation. By default, LADDER
uses a 64KB 4-way set-associative LRS-metadata cache. We boot a
Linux-based system with kernel version 3.4.112. Table 2 illustrates
the main architectural parameters used in our LADDER framework.
The write recovery latency tWR is varying according to content and
location and is determined dynamically by LADDER.
Workloads. We configure 8 single-programmed benchmarks from
SPEC2006 (with reference input) and PARSEC suite (with sim-large
inputs) as well as 8 multi-programmed workloads (each is a mix
of 4 SPEC2006 benchmarks) with high WPKI and large working
sets [17] (shown in Table 3). We instruct each simulation to skip

the first 5 billion instructions followed by 100M for cache warmup
and then perform detailed simulations for half billion instructions.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Evaluation Methodology
We implement three variants of LADDER in gem5, namely LADDERBasic that maintains accurate LRS-counter for wordlines, LADDEREst that adopts the counter estimation and bit-level shuffling techniques, and LADDER-Hybrid that leverages multi-granularity counters. We empirically set the bottom 128 rows to use lower-precision
LRS-metadata. LADDER schemes incorporate the FNW variant as
discussed in Section 3.3. We empirically found that less than 4%
of flipping operations are canceled due to the addition of the constraint that ensures the correctness of counting, which indicates
the impact of FNW modification is minimal. We create a scheme
utilizing worst-case data- and location-dependent latency as the
first baseline. Additionally, we implement two state-of-the-art write
performance enhancing techniques that are most related to LADDER: 1) BLP that harnesses bitline-level data pattern obtained from
embedded profiling circuitry to determine write latency [49, 50];
2) Split-reset that reduces RESET latency by dividing one RESET
phase into 2 possible half-RESETs, each half-RESET stage writes
maximum 4 bits to one mat (instead of 8) [52]. Split-reset utilizes
data line compression so that compressible lines only need one
half-reset, leading to faster write. We apply the same circuit-level
simulation parameters (as shown in Table 1) to generate the latency
model for Split-reset and BLP. Finally, we implement the Oracle
write scheme where the memory controller performs writes using our latency model assuming LRS-counters are known. This
mechanism can demonstrate the theoretical performance gain for
mechanisms exploiting the data-location aware latency model. We
apply classical FNW [11] for baseline, BLP and Split-reset.

6.2

Performance Evaluation

Read and write performance. We first evaluate the write and
read performance for LADDER. As we can see from Figure 12, by
enabling fast and slow writes, Split-reset achieves a 41% decrease in
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Figure 14: Additional reads/writes in LADDER due to metadata maintenance (normalized to the total number of
reads/writes in the baseline).

average write service time normalized to baseline. Additionally, BLP
has 14% more reduction on top of Split-reset by modeling bitline
data pattern. More notably, LADDER-Basic is able to achieve the
best write performance achieving 79% decrease in write service time
compared to baseline, while LADDER-Est and LADDER-Hybrid exhibit almost the same write performance gain as LADDER-Basic.
We also observe that the counter estimation and multi-granularity
counters are effective in deriving close-to-accurate RESET latencies
(compared to Oracle). Figure 13 presents the average read latency,
including both queuing time and servicing time for all schemes.
We can see that LADDER consistently shows lower read latency.
LADDER-Hybrid has the best read performance with 37% and 16%
more latency reduction on top of Split-reset and BLP, respectively.
Furthermore, both LADDER-Est and LADDER-Hybrid perform better than LADDER-Basic in terms of reads. This is because these
two schemes dramatically mitigate interference with normal data
reads by reducing additional SMB/metadata reads and additional
LRS-metadata writes.
To better understand the usefulness of LADDER optimization
schemes, we evaluate the additional read/write operations due to
the LRS-metadata maintenance compared to baseline. Note that different from the other two LADDER schemes, LADDER-Basic’s read
overhead includes two components: SMB read and LRS-metadata
read. Figure 14a shows that LADDER-Basic has additional reads
averaging at 43% among all workloads. This is mainly contributed
by the SMB reads for each data write. By avoiding the SMB reads,
the read overhead is substantially lowered to 15% in LADDER-Est
and then further lowered to 4% in LADDER-Hybrid by using a
more compact layout of metadata that considerably improves metadata line locality. Figure 14b shows the additional writes for our
LADDER schemes. Compared to the LADDER-Basic, LADDER-Est
has less metadata writes (at 8% on average). This is because an
LRS-metadata line in LADDER-Est can store counters for 4KB data
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(b) LRS-counter differences with shifting enabled

𝑤 ) differences (on average) beFigure 15: The LRS-counter (𝐶𝑙𝑟𝑠
tween LADDER-Est and LADDER-Basic.

blocks whereas LADDER-Basic requires two for the same. Finally,
LADDER-Hybrid can further reduce it to only 3%.
Effectiveness of LRS-metadata estimation. To evaluate the accuracy of the counter estimation techniques, we run experiments
that trace the accurate and estimated counters for every write persisted. Figure 15a and Figure 15b show the average counter value
difference between LADDER-Basic (that uses accurate counting)
and LADDER-Est (that performs counter estimation). When deployed without intra-line bit shifting, LADDER-Est has in general
higher counter values compared to LADDER-Basic. However, only
3 out of the 16 benchmarks have average estimated counter differences above 64. Most of these estimation errors do not result
in a worsened tWR compared to accurate counting since LADDER
encodes data patterns using 8 levels for one wordline of 512 bits
(See Section 5). Additionally, the LADDER-Est with bit shifting distributes the bits in a cacheline in a way that every bit in an 8-byte
group (that comes from the same chip) gets distributed to the mat
group. As shown in Figure 15a, LADDER-Est can actually have
smaller LRS-counters compared to the LADDER-Basic for majority
of the benchmarks, even after considering the effect of estimation.
System performance of LADDER schemes. We evaluate the
overall system performance improvement under all schemes in
Figure 16. Note that we use IPC for single-programmed workloads
and weighted IPC [40] for the multi-programmed workloads to
compute speedup. Compared to baseline, Split-reset has a performance improvement of 13% and 27% on average for single- and
multi-programmed workloads respectively, whereas BLP has 22%
and 27%. By leveraging a more aggressive latency model with efficient metadata management, LADDER schemes exhibit even higher
performance gains. Specifically, LADDER-Basic can bring on average 22% IPC improvement for single workloads and 50% for multiprogrammed workloads over baseline. Furthermore, LADDER-Est
achieves 5% more IPC improvement for single-threaded workloads
and 4.7% for mixed workloads on top of LADDER-Basic. The higher
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Figure 16: Comparison of performance (i.e., speedup normalized to baseline) under different schemes.

3.71
6.57
48.83

0.17
0.32
0.81

Table 4: Hardware overhead of LADDER.

From left to right: Split-reset, BLP, LADDER-Basic, LADDER-Est, LADDER-Hyb

Figure 17: Memory dynamic energy consumption analysis.
performance advantage of LADDER-Est is attained due to the removal of SMB reads, which eliminates contentions with regular
data reads. Finally, the LADDER-Hybrid scheme has additional 2.8%
performance benefits over LADDER-Est. As compared to previous
techniques, LADDER-Hybrid has 21.7% and 13.2% speedup over
Split-reset and BLP. It is important to note that besides higher system performance, LADDER-Hybrid also limits the read and write
overhead to less than 4% and 3% respectively. By utilizing a lowoverhead architectural solution, LADDER can achieve 98% of the
performance of the Oracle scheme.

6.3

Hardware Overhead Analysis

Main memory overhead analysis. We compare the dynamic energy consumption for ReRAM memory among the studied mechanisms. We model a ReRAM memory with the device-level parameters from [25] and use NVmain [37] to analyze the dynamic energy.
Note that all the studied schemes save write energy compared to
baseline due to the optimized write latency for data writes. Figure 17
shows the dynamic energy consumptions including read and write
energy at mat level (normalized to baseline). We can see that Splitreset and BLP present an energy saving of 33% and 34%, respectively.
Interestingly, for the benchmarks with high data line compressibility (e.g., canneal and perlbench), Split-reset has less dynamic energy
consumption compared to BLP. This is because, for a compressed
data line, Split-reset only requires one half-reset phase in contrast
to the full-reset in BLP. LADDER-Basic reduces the memory dynamic energy by 46% over baseline. By further mitigating energy
cost due to SMB/metadata reads, 48% and 53% energy is saved by
LADDER-Est and LADDER-Hybrid. Impressively, LADDER-Hybrid
has 29.8% and 28.8% less dynamic energy consumption compared
to Split-reset and BLP.
LADDER-Basic requires two 64-byte memory blocks to store
counters for one logical row, which translates to 3.12% memory
space for storing LRS-metadata. LADDER-Est reduces the storage
overhead to 1.56% since this scheme only requires one 64-byte

counter for every 4KB data. Finally, LADDER-Hybrid minimizes this
overhead even further to 0.97% with coarse-grained partial counters
for selected wordlines. Our proposed mechanisms essentially trade
a minimal cost of ReRAM memory capacity for higher performance
gains. NVM memories have significantly higher capacity compared
to traditional DRAMs, such memory storage overhead is unlikely
to have a noticeable impact on applications.
Memory controller overhead analysis. To evaluate the hardware overhead in the memory controller, we implement the two
major logic components (LRS-metadata Update Module and Latency
Query Module) in the optimized LADDER schemes using Verilog.
Note that the processor-side hardware overheads for LADDEREst and LADDER-Hybrid are almost identical. We synthesize the
proposed logic components using Synopsis Design Compiler with
the 45nm FreePDK45 standard cell library [44]. The area, power
and latency overheads are shown in Table 4. We observe that the
LRS-metadata Update Module and Latency Query Module mechanisms have negligible area overhead (e.g., compared to the 263𝑚𝑚 2
chip area of Intel Core i7 Processor [1]). Additionally, the dynamic
power drawn by each component is only in the order of a few mWs.
Furthermore, LADDER-Est hardware has latencies less than the
processor clock cycle. Also, as LRS-metadata maintenance can be
overlapped with the queuing of write requests, they do not pose additional latency overhead to the system. Finally, we use CACTI 7 [6]
to model the 64KB 4-way LRS-metadata cache. The LRS-metadata
cache incurs about 49mW dynamic power and 0.25𝑚𝑚 2 area overhead, which are both modest numbers. Also, we observe marginal
system performance gain when increasing cache size (< 2%).
The LADDER write timing tables require a 512B buffer as onchip storage. This timing information is loaded by the processor at
boot time. Since the actual RESET timing may be memory device
dependent, memory device manufacturers could choose to program
the latency information into a ROM on the memory module [2]
(e.g., Serial Presence Detect [2]) in memory DIMMs. Note that the
JEDEC standard already has supports for additional configuration
storage (e.g., model registers) to enable conveying device-level
information to the system [3]. This approach has minimal cost and
does not pose any additional complexity to the ReRAM chips. Prior
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Figure 18: LADDER with wear-leveling mechanisms. (a)
Control flow of the combined logic; (b) Procedure of LRSmetadata block remapping when 𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 1 is swapped with
𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 2 .
works have proposed leveraging such storage to expose certain
memory device information to the processor-side to enhance the
performance of memory subsystems [28]. We use a 16-entry spill
buffer, each entry storing the address of an LRS-metadata line.
For LADDER-Est and LADDER-Hybrid, we need 8 bits for partial
counters, 1 bit for the Present flag per write queue entry, and 1
bit for determining read operation type per read queue entry. In
LADDER-Basic, we need additional 256 bits to store data line bit
modification information instead of the partial counter. In summary,
the on-chip storage is modest. Note that LADDER is a processor-side
framework that does not require changes of ReRAM chip and the
memory interfaces, retaining the memory area and cost efficiency
for ReRAM technologies.

6.4

LADDER with Wear Leveling Techniques

Wear-leveling has been widely adopted to enhance the lifetime of
NVM devices through distributing writes evenly across the entire
memory region [39, 70]. Typically, vertical wear-leveling (VWL) [39,
43] manifests at a line or segment (e.g., 1MB) granularity while
horizontal wear-leveling (HWL) [59, 67] distributes writes within a
line. Note that LADDER can be easily made compatible with existing
wear-leveling techniques by putting the wear-leveling operations
before LADDER. As shown in Figure 18a, LADDER can obtain the
LRS-metadata line based on the remapped physical location of the
data block (for VWL) and update the LRS-metadata based on the
data written back to memory (for HWL). It is worth noting that
different implementations of VWL can have distinctive impacts on
the performance of LADDER. Specifically, line-based wear-leveling
can potentially distribute the data blocks within a page to different
logical rows, leading to deteriorated LRS-metadata locality. On the
other hand, segment-based VWL typically remaps memory in large
chunks containing one or multiple pages (e.g., 16MB [67]). Under
this mechanism, when a data page is relocated from one logical row
to another, the metadata locality is maintained (mapping from one
metadata line to another). Since content in the original location
(before wear-leveling) remains unmodified, LADDER only needs to
update the metadata line corresponding to the new location (shown
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in Figure 18b). Note that when the metadata pages are relocated,
there is no impact on normal data writes as the memory controller
can locate the remapped metadata lines. Finally, HWL generally
shifts one byte at a time [67] in a memory block that does not
change the address of the corresponding metadata line, thus no
special handling is needed.
We analyze the endurance of a crossbar based on the cell with
worst-case endurance [39, 63, 68]. Due to the variable IR-drop across
crossbars, different cells have different endurance. Note that LADDER does not change the endurance of ReRAM memories from
baseline as it maintains the same RESET voltage. According to Figure 14b, LADDER-Hybrid increases write traffic by 3% compared to
the baseline. By applying wear-leveling schemes, the impact of these
additional writes in our LADDER framework can be distributed
over the entire crossbar. With the adoption of such techniques,
LADDER-Hybrid maintains 97.1% of the baseline system lifetime.
In such a system, LADDER-Hybrid has only about 1% performance
reduction (compared to that of a system without wear-leveling),
still achieving 44% improvement over baseline. LADDER-Basic and
LADDER-Est exhibit about 2% overhead for the same.

7

DISCUSSION

Crash consistency of LRS-metadata. Regular data writes are
typically guaranteed to persist to the non-volatile main memory.
However, as dirty LRS-metadata blocks can be temporarily stored
in the LRS-metadata cache, it is possible that they are not properly
flushed upon abrupt power failure. Under such circumstances, the
LRS-metadata loaded from memory after power restoration can be
obsolete, leading to inconsistency. The use of stale LRS-counters
to derive RESET latency may result in write failures for ReRAM
devices. Recent commercial processors offer eADR mechanisms that
encompass on-chip caches into the persistence domain [21], which
could provide crash consistency if extended to the LRS-metadata
cache. In systems where such mechanism is absent, one plausible
solution is to perform Lazy LRS-metadata correction. Specifically,
when restoring from a crash, the system can conservatively overwrite the LRS-metadata with maximum values in the metadata
region (less than 1% of the memory space). This ensures that later
data writes will use safe RESET timings if the corresponding LRSmetadata were not persisted. As memory blocks that share the
same LRS-metadata are written, their LRS-counters will be gradually adjusted to the expected estimations. Note that since crashes
are infrequent and the correction happens only at the initial stage
of the system, we do not expect a noticeable long-term performance impact with this scheme. Additionally, we note that prior
works [58, 69] have proposed techniques to identify inconsistent
metadata in secure NVMs by detecting/bookkeeping non-persistent
metadata blocks. LADDER can integrate such approaches to locate
only stale LRS-metadata blocks for conservative correction, which
could further reduce the overhead of system restoration.
Write reliability of LADDER and its optimizations. LADDER’s
latency model is built using comprehensive circuit-level analysis
using ReRAM parameters that match the prototype ReRAM devices
(Table 1). We note that the reliability of writes is maintained in
LADDER for two reasons: i) the timing model specifies varying
but sufficient RESET latency to switch the resistive states of the
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ReRAM cells based on the location and data pattern; and ii) LADDER implements a conservative timing model (8 × 8 × 8) and a set
of LRS-metadata maintenance techniques that offer higher but efficient estimation of the LRS-counters (Section 4.1). Hence, LADDER
is always abiding by a safety margin that ensures write reliability.
Impact of process and runtime variability. ReRAM devices
from various manufacturers may have varying latency requirements (e.g., due to process technology differences). The performance benefits of LADDER typically increase for ReRAM devices
with higher variations in the required RESET latency. To investigate
the effectiveness of LADDER on different dynamic ranges of RESET
timing, we run LADDER with a shrink of dynamic latency range
in the timing table (in Section 5) by 2 ×. Notably, our results show
that LADDER is able to retain 85% of the original performance advantage on average. In addition to process variations, the memory
access performance can also be impacted by fluctuations in operating conditions. Particularly, prior characterization studies have
shown that the threshold voltage for the resistive state of ReRAM
cells can vary based on temperature [33]. To account for such runtime factors, one possible way is to provide certain latency margin
in the timing table to accommodate all scenarios (JEDEC supports
up to +85°C [23]). Note that such provisioning is also necessary for
conventional ReRAM systems and is not unique to LADDER. To
limit the performance impact due to worst-case latency settings,
LADDER can utilize a few sets of timing tables, each corresponds
to a certain temperature range, similar to the use of adaptive access
latency in DRAM [28].
Security implications of LADDER design. LADDER utilizes inmemory content-dependent latency for writes, which can potentially raise concerns of side channels [12–15, 22, 31, 36, 54–57]
where adversaries may attempt to harness the write timing to exfiltrate data stored in memory. While theoretically possible, observing
exact write service latency is difficult since writes are not in the
critical path. Moreover, write latency used in LADDER is only
loosely dependent on the estimated worst-case data pattern at the
page level. Differential latency observed at application user-space
(if any) is bound to be too coarse-grained and non-deterministic to
be leveraged for inferring useful information illegitimately. Finally,
for security-wary users, lightweight system-level confinement policies can be set so that mutually-distrusting application domains do
not share the same wordline group. This can prevent a malicious
party from trying to exfiltrate information about the victim’s data
pattern in memory. Note that a complete side channel analysis in
the ReRAM main memory is out of the scope of this paper.

8

RELATED WORK

There are several prior works on optimizing the write performance
of crossbar-based ReRAM memories. DSWD [65] augments write
drivers in both sides of the bitline to reduce the IR drop along bitlines. Transpose Memory [46] adds additional decoder circuitry and
sense amplifiers in both edges of the bitlines for voltage isolation.
DAWS [48] utilizes a path-dependent voltage biasing scheme to
reduce the effective path length of sneak current. Recently, Zokaee
et al. [68] propose a dynamic power regulation mechanism that
applies higher voltage to cells suffering from greater sneak current
leakage. Although such circuit-level enhancements alleviate the
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sneak current, these techniques do not completely eliminate IR
drop and thus the RESET latency variation still exists. Leader [62]
remaps frequently accessed pages to wordlines closer to the write
driver to optimize the write performance. However, this approach
only considers the location dependency and it is also not compatible
with existing wear-leveling techniques. Bitline profiling (BLP) [50]
utilizes a bitline content dependent write mechanism and uses additional circuitry in the memory to profile data patterns in the
bitlines. Such approaches require non-trivial circuit-level support
in the memory system, undermining the area and cost efficiency of
ReRAM main memory. Xu et al. [52] propose the Split-reset write
scheduling mechanism that offers two RESET speed grades where
compressible data lines can benefit from shorter write latency. This
technique does not take advantage of ReRAM data patterns that
can lead to considerable write latency variations. Different from
prior studies, we note that LADDER is the first work to enable the
processor-side write optimization framework that leverages both
content and location dependencies in ReRAM write operations.
Our proposed LRS-metadata management scheme involves modest
changes to the memory controller with minimal hardware cost and
offers considerable performance advantages over state-of-the-art
works.
Several works focus on enhancing the lifetime of NVM devices
by reducing the effective number of bits written to the main memory (e.g., [32] and [11]). Mellow-write [63] extends the lifetime of
ReRAM cells by selectively performing slower writes under reduced
RESET voltage to ReRAM cells. Additionally, by exploiting the bankidle times, PreSET [38] preemptively initializes bits prior to the
writing of a dirty cache line to the PCM memory. Several previous
studies have investigated the use of adaptive address remapping of
write-intensive pages to locations that have lower RESET latency
requirement [48, 51, 62]. LADDER can potentially incorporate these
techniques to further improve its performance and efficacy.

9

CONCLUSION

ReRAM memories are subject to variable write latency due to the
varying impact of IR drop to RESET operations. In this paper, we
propose LADDER, a processor-side mechanism in the memory controller that improves the overall performance of ReRAM based
system by enabling content and location-aware writes. LADDER integrates an LRS-metadata based design that keeps track of per-row
data patterns completely within the memory controller. We demonstrate a basic LADDER design and propose several optimizations
to further improve the performance while reducing the run-time
overhead. We implement LADDER on a cycle-level simulator and
evaluate its performance using 16 workloads from SPEC2006 and
PARSEC. Evaluation results show that LADDER is able to achieve
on average 46% performance gain compared to a baseline and 13.2%
over a state-of-the-art technique. Finally, LADDER achieves 28.8%
dynamic memory energy savings compared to existing architectural
schemes and has less than 3% impact on device lifetime.
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